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Statistically interacting vacancy particles

Benaoumeur Bakhti,1 Michael Karbach,2 Philipp Maass,1 Mohammad Mokim,3 and Gerhard Müller3

1 Fachbereich Physik, Universität Osnabrück, D-49076 Osnabrück, Germany
2 Fachgruppe Physik, Bergische Universität Wuppertal, D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany

3 Department of Physics, University of Rhode Island, Kingston RI 02881, USA

The equilibrium statistical mechanics of one-dimensional lattice gases with interactions of arbi-
trary range and shape between first-neighbor atoms is solved exactly on the basis of statistically
interacting vacancy particles. Two sets of vacancy particles are considered. In one set all vacancies
are of one-cell size. In the other set the sizes of vacancy particles match the separation between
atoms. Explicit expressions are obtained for the Gibbs free energy and the distribution of spaces
between atoms at thermal equilibrium. Applications to various types of interaction potentials are
discussed, including long-range potentials that give rise to phase transitions. Extensions to hard
rod systems are straightforward and are shown to agree with existing results for lattice models and
their continuum limits.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lattice-gas models are widely used in statistical me-
chanics with a host of applications across many fields of
research within physics and beyond [1]. Exact solutions
are ubiquitous in D = 1 [2], rare and precious in D = 2
[3–5], and seemingly out of reach in D = 3.

The transfer-matrix analysis is tailor-made for lattice
gases in D = 1 with homogeneous short-range interac-
tions [6]. However, the analytic or computational costs
increase exponentially with the range of the interatomic
coupling. Takahashi [7] found a way of avoiding that
runaway price for interactions of arbitrary range between
successive atoms on a line.

The statistical mechanical analysis presented in this
work for lattice systems with first-neighbor interactions
of arbitrary range and shape is based on a different ap-
proach. The exact solutions emerging from it are shown
to be equivalent to a lattice version of Takahashi’s work
and to have potential for significant extensions in scope.

Our method is constructed within the conceptual
framework of fractional statistics, originally developed in
the context of quantum many-body systems [8–11] and
later adapted to the classical mechanics of statistically
interacting particles with shapes [12–16]. The basic idea,
in a nutshell, is to replace fundamental degrees of free-
dom with simple statistics and couplings of any range and
strength by equivalent degrees of freedom with complex
statistics but no couplings. The thermodynamic Bethe
ansatz [17] has been shown [18] to be one realization of
this general idea [19]. Here we present a different real-
ization that is suitable for classical systems.

In the lattice gas under scrutiny here, the fundamental
degrees of freedom are cells that can be vacant or singly
occupied. The system is understood to be exposed to am-
bient pressure p and to extend from the first to the last of
NA occupied cells. The coupling between first-neighbor
occupied cells separated by any distance is described by
a pair potential Φ(r) discretized as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The work required to separate two atoms in adjacent
cells against pressure and interaction force is interpreted

as the excitation energy of vacancy particles associated
with the vacant cells thus created between the two atoms.

In Sec. II we work out the combinatorial exclusion
statistics of two sets of vacancy particles. In one set all
particles have the size of one vacant cell. They coexist
in nested configurations. The particles of the other set
have sizes equal to the clusters of vacant cells between
successive occupied cells.

In Sec. III we present the exact statistical mechani-
cal analysis for a generic interaction potential based on
both sets of vacancy particles. It includes expressions
for the Gibbs free energy and the distribution of spaces
between occupied cells, which is a measure for correla-
tions between occupied cells. In Sec. IV we work out
applications to potentials of various shapes and ranges.
The versatility of the approach is demonstrated in the
process. Its promise for significant extensions is briefly
discussed in Sec. V.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Discretization of a potential Φ(r) into
a sequence of values φm at distances r = mVc, with cell size
Vc. Monodisperse particles (of unit size) have excitation en-
ergies εm = pVc + ∆φm, where ∆φm = φm − φm−1 and p is
the ambient pressure. Polydisperse particles of size m have
excitation energies εm = mpVc + φm − φ0.
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II. COMBINATORICS AND ENERGETICS

Statistically interacting particles are free of interaction
energies but their placement into the system is governed
by rules derived from a generalized Pauli principle. How
is the number dm of states accessible to a particle of
species m affected if the number Nm′ of particles from
any species m′ is changed? The answer proposed by Hal-
dane in a particular quantum many-body context [8],

∆dm = −
∑
m′

gmm′∆Nm′ , (1)

which introduces an array of rational coefficients gmm′ ,
has turned out to be widely adaptable.

In the lattice-gas context, we are dealing with M
species of vacancy particles that are thermally excited
from a unique pseudo-vacuum with energy Epv (state
with all NA atoms in one cluster). The energy and mul-
tiplicity of many-body states with given particle content
{Nm} can then be expressed in the form

E({Nm}) = Epv +

M∑
m=1

Nmεm, (2)

W ({Nm}) =

M∏
m=1

(
dm +Nm − 1

Nm

)
, (3a)

dm = Am −
M∑

m′=1

gmm′(Nm′ − δmm′). (3b)

The εm are particle excitation energies, the Am are ca-
pacity constants, and the gmm′ are statistical interaction
coefficients. Our methodology uses an ensemble with a
fixed number NA of occupied cells. The number of vacant
cells at given pressure is fluctuating.

In the following we introduce two sets of vacancy parti-
cles from which we derive equivalent results for the statis-
tical mechanical properties of lattice gases with an arbi-
trary interaction potential Φ(r). Depending on the shape
and range of Φ(r), the use of one set may offer advantages
over the use of the other.

A. Monodisperse vacancy particles

In this set all vacancy particles have size Vc and are
placed in nested configurations between occupied cells.
Each vacancy particle placed increases the distance be-
tween two first-neighbor occupied cells by Vc. If the range
of the interatomic coupling is (M − 1)Vc the work per-
formed in the process is

εm =

{
pVc + ∆φm, m = 1, . . . ,M − 1
pVc, m = M

, (4)

where ∆φm = φm−φm−1 (see Fig. 1). We haveM species
from three categories in the taxonomy of Ref. [13]: one

species (m = 1) of hosts, M − 2 species of hybrids, and
one species (m = M) of tags. Hosts cannot be hosted,
tags cannot host any particles from a different species,
hybrids can do both.

The first particle to be placed between adjacent occu-
pied cells is a host, the following ones are hybrids from
species m = 2, 3, . . . in exactly that sequence. Any par-
ticle added in excess of M − 1 vacant cells between two
first-neighbor occupied cells is a tag.

The pseudo-vacuum has capacity for hosts, not for hy-
brids or tags. We have

Am =

{
NA − 1, m = 1
0, m = 2, . . . ,M

. (5)

Capacity for hybrids of species m = 2 must be generated
by first placing hosts. Placing hybrids of species m = 2,
in turn, creates capacity for placing hybrids of species
m = 3 etc.

The diagonal interaction coefficients,

gmm =

{
1, m = 1, . . . ,M − 1
0, m = M

, (6)

reflect the limited capacity of hosts and hybrids (one
from each species between any two occupied cells) and
the unlimited capacity for tags (if hybrids from species
m = M − 1 are present). The only nonzero off-diagonal
interaction coefficients are negative,

gm,m−1 = −1, m = 2, . . . ,M, (7)

and reflect the dynamic generation of capacity for hybrids
and tags.

The number of monodisperse particles that can be
placed into the system is unlimited. The number of
species is finite and depends on the range of Φ(r).

B. Polydisperse vacancy particles

Vacancy particles from this set come in sizes mVc, m =
1, 2, . . . No more than one particle can be placed between
occupied cells. The number of particles cannot exceed
NA − 1. But the variety of species is infinite. The limit
M →∞ is implied in Eqs. (2) and (3).

Unable to host or being hosted, these particles belong
to the category of compacts [13]. Placing a vacancy par-
ticle of species m means increasing the distance between
two occupied cells from zero tomVc. The work performed
in the process is (see Fig. 1)

εm = mpVc + φm − φ0. (8)

The pseudo-vacuum has equal capacity for compacts of
all sizes:

Am = NA − 1, m = 1, 2, . . . (9)

Placing a compact of species m reduces the number of
open slots for placing further compacts of any species
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m′. This particular statistical interaction is encoded in
the interaction coefficients as follows:

gmm′ =

{
1, m′ ≥ m
0, m′ < m

. (10)

The expected symmetry of the gmm′ is concealed in the
attribute that exchanging m and m′ on the right of
Eq. (10) produces the same multiplicity W ({Nm}).

III. STATISTICAL MECHANICS

The partition function,

Z =
∑
{Nm}

W ({Nm}) exp
(
− βE({Nm})

)
, (11)

depends on energy (2) and multiplicity (3) with ingre-
dients εm, Am, gmm′ . The interaction potential Φ(r) is
encoded in the φm, which are contained in the εm.

The extremum principle from which the thermal equi-
librium macrostate in the thermodynamic limit follows
was carried out for generic systems [9, 10]. It yields the
partition function in the form [12–15],

Z =

M∏
m=1

(
1 + w−1

m

)Am
, (12)

where the (real, positive) wm are solutions of the coupled
nonlinear equations,

eβεm = (1 + wm)

M∏
m′=1

(
1 + w−1

m′

)−gm′m . (13)

The numbers of vacancy particles (per occupied cell)
from species m, N̄m

.
= 〈Nm〉/NA, are derived from the

coupled linear equations [9, 10],

wmN̄m +

M∑
m′=1

gmm′N̄m′ = Ām, (14)

where Ām
.
= Am/NA. The N̄m can be interpreted as

population densities of particles from species m. For
compacts, hosts, and hybrids they are restricted to 0 ≤
N̄m ≤ 1. Tag population densities have no upper limit.
The derivation of Eqs. (12)-(14) from Eq. (11) is outlined
in Appendix A.

In our context, the thermodynamic potential inferred
from Z is the Gibbs free energy. Its natural indepen-
dent variables T, p,NA are contained in the wm, εm, Am,
respectively. From the scaled Gibbs free energy,

Ḡ(T, p) = − lim
NA→∞

N−1
A kBT lnZ = Ū − T S̄ + pV̄ , (15)

we can derive expressions for the scaled entropy S̄, the
scaled excess volume,

V̄
.
=
V − Vex

NA
=

V

NA
− Vc, (16)

with exclusion volume Vex
.
= NAVc, the scaled internal

energy Ū = U/NA, and various response functions. The
excess volume can also be calculated from the population
densities of vacancy particles via

V̄ =

M∑
m=1

N̄mvm, (17)

where vm = Vc (vm = mVc) for the set of monodisperse
(polydisperse) vacancy particles. Likewise, the entropy
can be derived via S = kB lnW , yielding [10, 14]

S̄({N̄m}) = kB

M∑
m=1

[(
N̄m + Ȳm

)
ln
(
N̄m + Ȳm

)
− N̄m ln N̄m − Ȳm ln Ȳm

]
, (18a)

Ȳm
.
= Ām −

M∑
m′=1

gmm′N̄m′ . (18b)

A. Hosts, hybrids, and tags

Here we present an exact solution in general form using
the monodisperse vacancy particles with specifications
(4)-(7). Equations (13) can be solved sequentially,

wM = eβεM − 1;

wm = eβεm
wm+1

1 + wm+1
, m = M − 1, . . . , 1, (19)

yielding the free energy,

βḠ(T, p) = − ln(1 + w−1
1 ). (20)

The population densities of host, hybrids, and tag are
then derived from the sequential solution of Eqs. (14):

N̄m =

m∏
m′=1

(1 + wm′)
−1, m = 1, . . . ,M − 1; (21a)

N̄M = w−1
M

M−1∏
m′=1

(1 + wm′)
−1. (21b)

B. Compacts

An equivalent but structurally different solution uses
the polydisperse vacancy particles with specifications (8)-
(10). Equations (13), now infinite in number, can be
solved in closed form:

wm = eβεm

[
1 +

m−1∑
m′=1

e−βεm′

]
, m = 1, 2, . . . (22)

The free energy, inferred via (12) and (15), becomes

βḠ(T, p) = − ln

(
1 +

∞∑
m=1

e−βεm

)
. (23)
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It turns out that all thermodynamic quantities of in-
terest can be expressed in terms of the functions

Blk(T, p)
.
=

∞∑
m=0

ml(βεm)ke−βεm , (24)

with ε0 = 0 implied. We thus obtain the following ex-
plicit or parametric expressions for the excess volume V̄ ,
the density of occupied cells ρ

.
= NAVc/V , entropy S̄,

internal energy Ū , heat capacity C̄p
.
= T (∂S̄/∂T )p, com-

pressibility κT
.
= −V̄ −1(∂V̄ /∂p)T , and thermal expan-

sivity αp
.
= V̄ −1(∂V̄ /∂T )p:

V̄

Vc
=

1

ρ
− 1 =

B10

B00
,

S̄

kB
= lnB00 +

B01

B00
, (25a)

Ū = kBT
B01

B00
−pVc

B10

B00
,

C̄p
kB

=
B02

B00
−
[
B01

B00

]2

, (25b)

κT
βVc

=
B20

B10
− B10

B00
, Tαp =

B11

B10
− B01

B00
. (25c)

The population densities of compacts, calculated from
Eqs. (14), acquire the form

N̄m =
e−βεm

B00
, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (26)

where N̄0 (with ε0 = 0 implied) is the probability that
two occupied cells are in contact. In Appendix B we
show how the N̄m are related to spatial correlations of
occupied cells.

The approach based on monodisperse vacancy parti-
cles is well suited for short-range interaction potentials.
Only a few species are then needed. The use of poly-
disperse vacancy particles is more natural for long-range
interactions. The number of species is always infinite. In
some instances this offers advantages even for short-range
interactions.

IV. APPLICATIONS

In the following we consider various interaction poten-
tials to showcase the versatility of the method. For a
concise notation we set

xp = eKp
.
= eβpVc , xu = eKu

.
= eβu, (27)

where u is a unit of potential energy. Positive (negative)
u mean attractive (repulsive) interaction forces through-
out this work.

A. Contact interaction

In the ideal lattice gas (ILG), where the hardcore ex-
clusion is the only interaction between occupied cells,

the free energy becomes βḠ(T, p) = ln(1 − x−1
p ), the

monodisperse vacancy particles are bosonic in nature,
N̄1 = (xp − 1)−1, and the polydisperse vacancy parti-
cles are Pascal distributed, N̄m = x−mp (1− x−1

p ).
The presence of a contact potential (∆φ1 = u, ∆φm =

0 for m ≥ 2, Ising lattice gas) yields the free energy,

βḠ(T, p) = − ln

(
1 +

1

xu(xp − 1)

)
. (28)

The equation of state and the entropy inferred from (28),

V̄

Vc
=

1

ρ
− 1 =

xp
(xp − 1)[xu(xp − 1) + 1]

, (29)

S̄

kB
= ln

(
1 +

1

xu(xp − 1)

)
+

xp(Kp +Ku)−Ku

(xp − 1)[xu(xp − 1) + 1]
,

(30)
are shown in Fig. 2. In panels (a) and (c) we plot
pVc/kBT versus density ρ, and in panels (b) and (d) the

entropy per cell, S̃ = ρS̄, versus ρ.
In the ILG limit (u = 0), we have pVc/kBT =
−ln(1− ρ). The linear behavior at ρ � 1 represents a
classical ideal gas. The logarithmic divergence for ρ→ 1
reflects the effect of the hardcore repulsion, manifest
in the single-occupancy requirement. The characteristic
structure of the entropy, S̃/kB = −ρ ln ρ−(1−ρ) ln(1−ρ),
is another signature of hardcore repulsion.

Attractive coupling u > 0 enhances atomic clustering,
which lowers the pressure overall and reduces the entropy
overall. Infinitely strong attraction leads to zero pressure
and zero entropy at all ρ < 1.

The impact of a repulsive contact interaction depends
more strongly on atomic crowding. At ρ � 1 the oc-
cupied cells can avoid each other easily. Short-range
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FIG. 2: Equation of state (left) and entropy (right)
versus density for various (scaled) values of attractive
(top) and repulsive (bottom) contact potentials βu =
0,±2,±4,±6,±8,±∞. The dashed lines represent zero or
infinite coupling.
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repulsion, unlike short-range attraction, has almost no
effect on pressure and entropy. As the occupied cells
approach half filling at sufficiently strong repulsion, the
pressure rises fast and the entropy drops to a local min-
imum. Infinitely strong repulsion makes the pressure,
βpVc = ln(1 − ρ) − ln(1 − 2ρ), diverge for ρ → 1

2 . The

macrostate at ρ = 1
2 has zero entropy. Vacant and occu-

pied cells are frozen into an alternating sequence.
The density of vacuum elements (probability of adja-

cent occupied cells),

N̄0 =
xu(xp − 1)

xu(xp − 1) + 1
, (31)

approaches unity for u → +∞ (strong attraction) and
zero for u→ −∞ (strong repulsion). The distribution of
spacings between occupied cells,

N̄m =
x−mp (xp − 1)

xu(xp − 1) + 1
, m = 1, 2, . . . , (32)

tails off exponentially with size and is not affected by the
interaction except for the overall normalization factor.
This last attribute is not shared by the pair correlations
of occupied cells (see Appendix B).

B. Square-well potential

We next consider the interaction potential, Φ(r) =
uθ(r − r0), a well of depth u and range r0 = (M − 1)Vc.
For monodisperse vacancy particles with excitation en-
ergies, εm = pVc + uδm,M−1, the solutions of Eqs. (19)
become wm = xp − 1 and

wM−l =
xp − 1

1− (1− x−1
u )x1−l

p

, l = 1, . . . ,M − 1. (33)

For the free energy (20) we infer

βḠ(T, p) = − ln

(
1

1− x−1
p

−
(xu − 1)x2−M

p

xu(xp − 1)

)
. (34)

If instead we evaluate the sum in (23) with excitation
energies, εm = mpVc for m = 1, . . . ,M − 1 and εm =
mpVc+u for m = M−1,M, . . ., for polydisperse particles
we again arrive at (34). The ILG is recovered from (34)
for M = 1, u = 0 and the case of a contact potential for
M = 2, u 6= 0.

The limit u → ∞ of an infinitely deep well (with
M > 2) represents an array of tethered beads. The beads
are randomly placed with the constraint that the distance
between first neighbors must not exceed r0. The equation
of state and the entropy for this system are

pVc
kBT

= lnxp, ρ =
(xp − 1)(xM−1

p − 1)

xMp −M(xp − 1)− 1
, (35)
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Ρ
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FIG. 3: (a) Equation of state and (b) entropy versus density
for square-well potentials of various widths (M − 1)Vc in the
limit of infinite depth. The ILG results (dashed lines) are
recovered in the limit M →∞.

S̃

kB
= ρKp

[
1

xp − 1
− M − 1

xM−1
p − 1

]
+ ρ ln

(
1− x1−M

p

1− x−1
p

)
,

(36)
for M = 3, 4, . . . in a parametric representation. Plots of
pVc/kBT and S̃/kB versus ρ are shown in Fig. 3.

The maximum-distance constraint restricts densities to
ρmin ≤ ρ ≤ 1 with ρmin = 1/(M − 1). The state at
minimum density has zero entropy. For ρ well above ρmin

the maximum-distance constraint becomes irrelevant and
the curves reflect ILG behavior.

When we lower ρ from the ILG regime toward ρmin we
first observe the entropy to reach a maximum and then
the pressure to go negative. Zero pressure is realized for
ρ0 = 2/M . Equilibrium states at lower densities only
exist under tension.

When we allow the volume to contract an amount
mNAVc from its maximum value at ρmin, we allow an
average size mVc of position fluctuation to atoms. At
ρmin the distance between atoms is ∼ MVc. Hence the
hardcore repulsion is expected to become relevant, i.e to
offset the tension, when m ∼ M/2, which explains the
value of ρ0.

C. Uniform attractive force

The potential Φ(r) = −u0+ur/Vc with u0 = (M − 1)u
represents a uniform, attractive force u/Vc of range
(M − 1)Vc between first-neighbor atoms. Equations (19)
for host (m = 1) and hybrids (m = 2, . . . ,M − 1) with
excitation energies εm = pVc + u, and tag (m = M) with
εM = pVc lead to the solution wM = xp − 1 and

wM−l =
(xpxu)l−1

(xpxu)l−1 − 1

xpxu − 1
+ w−1

M−1

, l = 1, . . . ,M − 1.

(37)
The free energy (20) becomes

βḠ(T, p) = − ln

1 + (xpxu)1−M
[

1− x−1
u

xp − 1

]
1− (xpxu)−1

 . (38)
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This solution is also obtained from Eqs. (22) and (23)
for compacts with excitation energies εm = mpVc + mu,
m < M and εm = mpVc + (M − 1)u, m ≥M .

Uniform attractive forces of infinite range (equivalent-
neighbor models) produce realizations of mean-field the-
ory. Fluctuations are strongly suppressed and phase
transitions are independent of space dimensionality [20].

The limit M → ∞ of our model with a uniform at-
tractive force is not an equivalent-neighbor model. The
interaction force between occupied cells is independent of
distance but it acts only between first neighbors. Ther-
mal fluctuations are stronger by comparison. Expression
(38) for the Gibbs free energy simplifies into

βḠ(T, p) = ln
(

1− (xpxu)−1
)

(39)

and the equation of state becomes

pVc
u

=
kBT

u
ln

(
1 +

Vc
V̄

)
− 1. (40)

If the system is confined to a box of (scaled) volume V̄b,
it undergoes a transition at temperature

kBT
∗ =

u

ln
(
1 + Vc/V̄b

) . (41)

In the phase at T > T ∗ we have p > 0 and V̄ = V̄b.
Lowering T toward T ∗ reduces p linearly at constant V̄ .
At T ∗ the pressure vanishes. A further reduction of T
keeps the pressure at zero and decreases the volume below
that of the box:

V̄

Vc
=

1

xu − 1
. (42)

The occupied cells are now self confined. The configura-
tional entropy remains nonzero at T < T ∗. The entropy
expression derived from (39),

S̄

kB
=

(
1 +

V̄

Vc

)
ln

(
1 +

V̄

Vc

)
− V̄

Vc
ln
V̄

Vc
, (43)

is a function of V̄ alone, implying that it is constant for
T > T ∗ and decreases monotonically as T drops below
T ∗, reaching zero at T = 0. The distribution of spacings
between occupied cells remains geometric at all T , N̄m =
ρ(1 − ρ)m, with ρ = 1 − x−1

u at T ≤ T ∗ and ρ = ρb =
1− e−u/kBT∗ at T ≥ T ∗.

In this model the phase transition depends on the pres-
ence of a box. The system is self-confined at any nonzero
T only if the box is large enough. Raising T expands the
system. The transition occurs, when further expansion is
obstructed by the box. Of greater interest is a case where
the transition temperature depends only on the coupling
strength of first-neighbor occupied cells.

D. Logarithmic potential

The conditions for the occurrence of a phase transition
at T > 0 in D = 1 Ising models with long-range couplings

have been studied thoroughly and produced an impres-
sive collection of rigorous results, admirably summarized
by Luijten and Blöte [21]. For a power-law pair inter-
action potential, J(r) ∝ r−α, the presence of a phase
transition requires α ≤ 2. The coupling J(r) in all these
studies acts between all pairs Ising spins (or occupied
cells).

In the context of our study, where the couplings are
limited to first neighbors, no power-law potential, Φ(r) ∝
r−α with α > 0, will produce a transition. However, an
attractive inverse-first-power interaction force between
first-neighbor occupied cells will. The associated loga-
rithmic potential is transcribed into excitation energies
for compacts of the form

εm = mpVc + u ln(m+ 1) (44)

The logarithmic interaction potential with u > 0 sup-
ports a homogeneous phase at zero pressure and nonzero
density of occupied cells as did the linear interaction po-
tential considered in Sec. IV C. There, however, we found
that when we increase T the density ρ decreases grad-
ually and approaches zero asymptotically for T → ∞.
Here we find that ρ vanishes in a singularity at a finite
and nonzero critical temperature Tc. We can express the
functions (24) for p = 0 as follows:

B00(T, 0) = ζ(βu), B10(T, 0) = ζ(βu− 1)− ζ(βu),

B20(T, 0) = ζ(βu− 2)− 2ζ(βu− 1) + ζ(βu),

B01(T, 0) = −βu ζ ′(βu), B02(T, 0) = (βu)2ζ ′′(βu),

B11(T, 0) = βu
[
ζ ′(βu)− ζ ′(βu− 1)

]
. (45)

The mass density thus inferred from (25),

ρ =
ζ(βu)

ζ(βu− 1)
, (46)

approaches zero in a linear cusp singularity at tempera-
ture

kBTc =
1

2
u. (47)

The breakdown of self-confined extensivity at Tc makes
other thermodynamic quantities vanish in cusp singular-
ities as well. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The spacings distribution between occupied cells is
qualitatively different for linear and logarithmic poten-
tials. It is exponential for the uniform attractive force:
N̄m ∼ e−mu/kBT . The inverse first-power attractive
force, by contrast, yields a power-law distribution: N̄m ∼
m−u/kBT . Raising the temperature broadens both distri-
butions but in the latter case each moment diverges at
some finite temperature. The divergence of the first mo-
ment signals that ρ approaches zero. At T > Tc the
number of occupied cells increases sublinearly with vol-
ume on average.
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FIG. 4: Excess volume per occupied cell V̄ /Vc, fraction of

occupied cells ρ, entropy S̃/kB , heat capacity C̃p/kB , and in-

ternal energy Ũ/u (all per cell) as functions of scaled temper-
ature kBT/u in the low-temperature phase at zero pressure.

E. Continuum limit

Takahashi’s exact solution for a gas of particles with
generic first-neighbor interaction on a continuum [7, 22]
can be recovered by starting from expression (23) rewrit-
ten in the form

βG = −NA ln

(
1 +

∞∑
m=1

e−β[mpVc+φm−φ0]

)
. (48)

Setting r = mVc, using φm = Φ(mVc) with φ0 = 0, and
replacing the sum

∑
m by the integral V −1

c

∫
dr we obtain

βG = −NA ln

(∫ ∞
0

dr

Vc
e−β[pr+Φ(r)]

)
. (49)

This differs from Takahashi’s function Ψ∗ merely by the
factor Vc for length scale.

In the derivation of the equation of state and the en-
tropy for the ideal Takahashi gas (ITG) from Eq. (49) we
must distinguish the volume Vc of a vacant cell and the
volume VA of an occupied cell, hitherto assumed equal.
The ITG expressions inferred from (49),

pVA
kBT

=
ρ

1− ρ
,

S̃

kB
= ρ

[
1 + ln

(
1− ρ
ρ

VA
Vc

)]
, (50)

differ significantly from the corresponding ILG results
presented in Sec. IV A.

F. Hard rods with contact interaction

Our vacancy particle approach is naturally general-
izable to systems of hard rods with size VA = σVc,
σ = 1, 2, . . .. The first relation in Eq. (25a) must then be
replaced by

σ

(
1

ρ
− 1

)
=
B10(T, p)

B00(T, p)
. (51)

For rods with contact interaction u, the equation of
state inferred from (51) then reads

ρ =
σ(xp − 1)[xu(xp − 1) + 1]

σ(xp − 1)[xu(xp − 1) + 1] + xp
. (52)

The entropy expression (30) holds for all σ. These ex-
pressions coincide with our previous results derived by
some of us via the completely different density functional
approach [23].

The vacancy particle approach covers new ground
when we explore the impact of the contact interaction in
the continuum limit. The limit process is subtle. Keep-
ing the contact interaction strength u fixed and taking
the limit Vc → 0, σ →∞ at fixed VA = σVc leads to the
ITG results (50). Unsurprisingly, the lattice corrections
fade away more rapidly for a repulsive contact interaction
than for an attractive contact interaction as Vc → 0.

A repulsive contact interaction of infinite strength
(u → −∞) will not survive the continuum limit either.
For an attractive contact interaction we consider the con-
tinuum limit u → ∞, σ → ∞ with fixed eβû

.
= eβu/σ.

The ITG results emerge for eβû = 0, whereas eβû = ∞
produces a single cluster as the only equilibrium state.
For finite and nonzero eβû equilibrium states exist with
the following parametric representations of the equation
of state and the scaled entropy:

ρ =
K̂2
pe
βû + K̂p

K̂2
pe
βû + K̂p + 1

, K̂p
.
= βpVA, (53)

Ŝ

kB
= lim
σ→∞

S̃/kB
lnσ

=
ρ

K̂peβû + 1
. (54)

Plots of K̂p = pVA/kBT and Ŝ/kB as functions of ρ are
shown in Fig. 5 for various values of eβû.
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FIG. 5: (a) Equation of state and (b) entropy versus den-
sity for sticky hard rods in a continuum. The dashed lines
represent the ITG gas.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The main goal of this work has been the introduction
of a new methodology to the statistical mechanical anal-
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ysis of lattice gas models in D = 1 dimensions with first-
neighbor interactions of short and long range. This in-
cludes derivative models such as hard rods of given size
on a lattice or a continuum.

The methodology is an adaptation of fractional exclu-
sion statistics as developed for quantum many-body sys-
tems [8–11]. In that quantum context Eq. (1) plays the
role of a generalized Pauli principle. The same principle
is applicable to the combinatorics of classical quasiparti-
cles [12–16].

In the context of this work the statistically interact-
ing quasiparticles are the vacancies between the material
particles (atoms, rods etc.) The interaction energies be-
tween the latter are encoded in the thermal excitation
energies of the former.

The diverse applications are meant to establish the
versatility of the approach. Whereas all these applica-
tions have been limited to spatially homogeneous systems
at thermal equilibrium and to interactions between first-
neighbor material particles of arbitrary range and shape,
such limitations are not intrinsic to the method. Exten-
sions to overcome one or the other limitation are in the
works.

The inclusion of interaction potentials beyond first-
neighbor material particles requires a significant exten-
sion of the analytic tools laid out in Secs. II and III. Ef-
forts in that direction have been carried out successfully
for a different model [14]. These extensions are adaptable
to lattice gas models.

Contact has already been made (in Sec. IV F) with an-
other general method that has been employed with con-
siderable success in the same arena: the density func-
tional approach [22, 23]. This method produces exact
density functionals (of the material particles) for specific
interactions and arbitrary external potentials.

The two methods have somewhat complementary
strengths. The vacancy particle approach produces re-
sults for longer-range potentials with greater ease. It
also provides a rigorous framework for the calculation of
the size distribution of vacant space between atoms. The
density-functional approach of Ref. [23] is more readily
amenable to the study of boundary effects and spatial
correlations. A comparative study of both approaches to
interacting hard rods in a heterogeneous environment is
in progress.

The study of polydisperse hard rods in homogeneous
and heterogeneous media is another area for which both
the vacancy particle and density functional approaches
are well positioned as documented in prior work [12, 24]
The development of the two methods in tandem to rods
of mixed sizes opens up a host of applications that are
likely to draw strong interest in the field of soft condensed
matter physics.

The extension of the vacancy particle approach to
nonequilibrium kinetics is a further challenge that
presents itself naturally in the wake of this study. There
already exist advances in this direction that use density
functional approaches [25].

Appendix A: Evaluation of partition function

The derivation of Eqs. (12)-(14) from expression (11)
with ingredients (2) and (3) was given by Wu [9]. It is
summarized here for completeness. We avoid scaling by
capacity constants Am. Vanishing Am do exist as, for
example, in (5).

In a macroscopic system, the partition function (11)
is very sharply peaked for the most probable populations
N̂m of particles from all species m, dominated by a single
term,

Z = W ({N̂m}) exp
(
−βE({N̂m})

) [
1 + . . .

]
. (A1)

By using Stirling asymptotics, ln(N̂m!) = N̂m ln N̂m −
N̂m + O(ln N̂m), and dropping terms of O(ln N̂m) one
obtains

lnZ =
∑
m

[(
Am +

∑
m′

(δmm′ − gmm′)N̂m′
)

× ln
(
Am +

∑
m′

(δmm′ − gmm′)N̂m′
)

−
(
Am −

∑
m′

gmm′N̂m′
)

ln
(
Am −

∑
m′

gmm′N̂m′
)

− N̂m ln N̂m − βN̂mεm
]
. (A2)

The extremum condition, ∂ lnZ/∂N̂m = 0, leads to the

following coupled equations for the N̂m:

ln N̂m + βεm = ln
(
Am +

∑
m′′

(δmm′′ − gmm′′)N̂m′′
)

+
∑
m′

gm′m

[
ln
(
Am′ −

∑
m′′

gm′m′′N̂m′′
)

− ln
(
Am′ +

∑
m′′

(δm′m′′ − gm′m′′)N̂m′′
)]

(A3)

The solution of Eqs. (A3) is worked out in two steps by
introducing the following quantities:

wm
.
=
Am

N̂m
−
∑
m′

gmm′
N̂m′

N̂m
. (A4)

Substitution of (A4) into an exponentiated version of
(A3) yields coupled equations for the wm that have a

simpler structure, namely Eqs. (13). The N̂m are then
recovered from Eqs. (A4), which transcribe into Eqs. (14)
for the population densities N̄m. The partition function
(A2) expressed as a function of the wm acquires the sim-
ple form (12). The entropy expression (18) follows from

S = kB lnW ({N̂m}) using the right-hand side of (A2)
without the last term. It can be rendered more com-
pactly in the form,

S̄

kB
=
∑
m

N̄m
[
(1 + wm) ln(1 + wm)− wm lnwm

]
, (A5)
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where the wm from (A4) can be interpreted, in conjunc-
tion with (3b), as the number of open slots to place par-
ticles from species m, scaled by the number of such par-
ticles already in the macrostate. When a population N̂m
is depleted or frozen out by a particular choice of control
variables or parameters, the associated wm diverges, thus
removing its presence in the partition function (12).

In applications where population densities N̄m are con-
trolled by chemical potentials, all occurrences of εm must
be replaced by εm − µm.

Appendix B: Correlations of occupied cells

Correlations of first-neighbor occupied cells belong to
the primary target quantities in the density functional
approach [23], which is capable of producing exact re-
sults for much the same interaction potentials. Here we
explain the relations between those correlations and the
distribution of (compact) vacancy particles calculated in
this work, with a simple case worked out for a guide.

Using the occupation number τi = 0, 1 to indicate va-
cancy or occupancy and assuming homogeneity we write
for the average occupancy,

ρ
.
= 〈τi〉 =

NA
N

, (B1)

where NA is the number of occupied cells and N the total
number of cells, vacant or occupied. Using the short-
hand notation,

Cl
.
= 〈τiτi+l〉, Clk

.
= 〈τiτi+lτi+l+k〉, · · · (B2)

for the n-point correlators of occupied cells (with n =
2, 3, . . .), we can express the rescaled population densities

of compact vacancy particles, Ñm
.
= ρN̄m, m = 1, 2, . . .,

as follows:

Ñ0 = 〈τ1τ2〉 = C1, (B3)

Ñ1 = 〈τ1(1− τ2)τ3〉 = C2 − C11,

Ñ2 = 〈τ1(1− τ2)(1− τ3)τ4〉 = C3 − 2C12 + C111,

Ñ3 = 〈τ1(1− τ2)(1− τ3)(1− τ4)τ5〉
= C4 − 2C22 − 2C13 + 2C112 + C121 − C1111,

etc. The usefulness of these relations hinges on whether
or not they can be inverted to extract the pair correla-
tions Cl, l = 1, 2, . . . for occupied cells at a distance lVc
from the population distribution Ñm, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . of
compact vacancy particles with size mVc.

In the following we consider the two simplest cases and
show how to extract pair correlations,

Ĉl
.
= 〈τiτi+l〉 − 〈τi〉〈τi+l〉 = Cl − ρ2, (B4)

for arbitrary distances from the relations (B3).
For the ILG (Sec. IV A) we have Ñm = ρ2(1 − ρ)m,

where ρ = 1 − x−1
p . We infer Cl = ρ2, Clk = ρ3, etc.,

implying identically vanishing correlations, Ĉl ≡ 0, at all
distances l as expected.

In the case of contact interactions we can reduce all
n-point correlators to two-point correlators:

C11 =
C2

1

ρ
, C12 =

C1C2

ρ
, C111 =

C3
1

ρ2
, · · · , (B5)

which then makes it possible to express any Cl as a func-
tion of the Ñm for m = 0, 1, . . . , l − 1:

C1 = Ñ0, C2 = Ñ1 +
Ñ2

0

ρ
,

C3 = Ñ2 + 2
Ñ0Ñ1

ρ
+
Ñ3

0

ρ2
, . . . (B6)
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